
Foundation classes for Math and science

Math & Science:

The Science and Mathematics Foundation Courses aim to provide students
with a solid grounding in the fundamentals of these fields. This
supplementary educational establishment both prepares its students for
future standardized tests. Also, prepares them for future competitive
examinations. Most standardized tests in the world need a certain level of skill.
Which is why we concentrate on the subject organization.

It's a bridge for those who want to skip high school and go straight to college.
So, equipping them with the skills they'll need to succeed. Mathematics and
science are taught to our students in our introductory classes. Training is
accomplished through task-based learning, encouraging a learner's mindset
and approach shift. Instructional methods and hands-on exercises are both
vital parts of training.

The child's capacity to study and gain subject-specific meta-knowledge will
be bolstered. We use Systematic Analysis Framework to make our training
consistent, high-quality, and relevant.

We strengthen children's comprehension skills so they can take part in class.
Good education produces well-rounded persons with a firm foundation in
various subjects. Besides, kids learn how to deal with stress and conflicts.
Clear and informative teachers in our society can teach kids knowledge and
social skills.

Foundation Classes for Maths and Science at Sahara Edulive, Dubai:

We at Sahara Edulive in Dubai are dedicated to educating the next
generation. We are preparing them for a lifetime of learning. Our Maths and
Science Foundation Classes in Dubai are structured to give students a firm
grounding in both topics. Students are given the tools they need to succeed
in education. Also, to build a lifetime love of learning through interesting
classes taught by qualified teachers.

Maths Foundation Class:



Students in our Maths Foundation Class will develop a strong grasp of
mathematical ideas. It is done by exploring the underlying structures of
mathematics. Our course offerings align with global benchmarks. They are
adapted to the specific requirements of students in Dubai.

Topics of Primacy:

Numerical literacy includes working with whole numbers, fractions, and
decimals. Also, performing the four fundamental arithmetic operations (add,
subtract, multiply, and divide).

Geometry studies geometrical figures, including curves, straight lines, and
angles.

Introduces length, mass, and volumemeasurement systems.

Recognising and expanding sequences and patterns in data.

Enhancing analytical and logical reasoning through mathematically-based
real-world problem-solving.

Science Foundation Class:

In our Science Foundations course, students will set out on a thrilling
adventure to discover the natural world's secrets. Students will get a scientific
outlook, and an interest in the world through engaging teaching and
experiments.

Topics of Primacy:

Biology studies life and how it works, including individual creatures and entire
ecosystems.

Physics focuses on learning the fundamentals of motion. Also, forces, energy,
and the characteristics of matter.

Chemistry is the study of matter and its interactions with other substances.



The science that deals with Earth, the atmosphere, and the cosmos.

Learning to think like a scientist requires observation, experimentation, and
analysis practice.

Methods of instruction:

Here at Sahara Edulive in Dubai, education should revolve around the pupil.
Our seasoned faculty members use a wide range of instructional approaches.
It is to accommodate students with varying learning styles. To get them
involved in the learning process. The classes are designed to be engaging and
stimulating through various teaching strategies. Such as class discussions,
group projects, multimedia presentations, and hands-on experiments.

Advantages of Sahara Edulive's Basic Course:

Excellent Academic Background:

Students who take our courses will have a solid foundation to continue their
academic success.

Increasing confidence:

By creating a safe space for children to learn and grow, we give them the
courage to take on difficult mathematics and scientific problems.

Integrative Education:

Our course material emphasizes analytical thinking, problem-solving, and the
practical use of learned material.

Expert Professors:

Our educators know how to direct and inspire their students to reach their full
potential.

Interesting and Participatory:



To make education exciting and effective, we use a variety of
student-centered approaches.

Reasons Why You Should Attend the UAE Foundation Course:

Degree Recognised Around the World:

When applying to prestigious schools, a degree from a university with a solid
foundation programme is an asset.

The Price of Education

The United Arab Emirates (UAE) offers foundation degree programmes at a
cost lower than that of other nations offering the same programme.

Education Standard:

Middlesex University, Canadian University, and Curtin University are a handful
of the top-ranked universities worldwide that have campuses in Dubai and
provide foundation courses.

Tourist Attraction No. 4:

Since the United Arab Emirates (UAE) and Dubai, in particular, are among the
world's most popular tourist destinations. Students here have the unique
opportunity to meet and make friends with students from all over the globe.

Moving Around:

The United Arab Emirates (UAE) is located, with many and efficient forms of
transportation. Such as the Dubai Metro, RTA Buses, and convenient stations.

Conclusion:

Sahara Edulive's Foundation Classes Dubai, in Maths and Science, will give
your child a solid grounding to build a lifetime of learning. Contact us
immediately to ensure your child's position in our school. Get head start in



Dubai's challenging educational environment. Let's work together to inspire
your kid to study hard and give them a leg up.


